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Welcome to the wonderful card magic of Ed Marlo! 

Ed Marlo, the genius of construction, and the incomparable Bill Malone, the
brilliant performer, come together in this landmark anthology, as Bill performs and
explains some of Marlo's finest contributions to card magic, compiled by Bill from
Ed's writings and their personal sessions! 

Join Bill as he guides you step by step through what will undoubtedly become the
greatest and best collection of Marlo material...ever. "I'm very excited about this
project and I'm sure Ed would have been as well!"
- Muriel Marlo

Contents

Color-Changing Deck - A humorous explanation of how magicians cheat at card
tricks ends with the whole deck changing color! This is as great a version as you
will ever see!

Rise Rise Rise - The magician just waves his hand over the deck, and the
selected card visually appears on top of the deck!

Tosheroon - A visual card change under impossible conditions! You have to see
this to believe it!

The Perfect Stop Trick - An impossible revelation of a chosen card lost in the
deck! A routine anyone can do!

Topsy-Turvy Aces - Cards are hopelessly mixed face up and face down while
the four Aces are produced. Magically, everything rights itself at the end! A Marlo
classic!

Lucky Seven / Follow up Aces - Marlo loved Western movies, and he would
have loved this combination of his ideas!

Hit the Aces! - The Aces are lost throughout the deck. The magician slaps the
deck, and all four Aces magically reverse and are found together, face up in the
center!
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Almost Like Trick Cards - A knockout Ace assembly!

The Observation Test - Just when you thought you were following everything, it
all gets turned upside down! Bill brings this old classic back to life!

Needed a Title - A whirlwind of effects from The Unexpected Card Book!

Of Course I Can Deal a Good Poker Hand! - A gambling routine that
guarantees you will look like an expert!
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